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Abstract: Recently, mining negative patterns has received some attention from the researchers because there are huge numbers of such patterns 

that can be derived from transactional databases. Mining negative patterns are relatively tough compared to positive patterns. They are logically 

less in number and the constraints to find them are often complex. In this paper we propose an algorithm (RN2I) to find all possible itemsets of 

size two which are regular and negative from a transactional database using vertical data format. Our experiment results show the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the algorithm at a user given regularity threshold. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Like Frequent Patterns [1], infrequent patterns [2] also 

playing an important role in knowledge discovery in 

databases. Mining infrequent patterns is a challenging 

endeavor because there is an enormous number of such 

patterns that can be derived from a given data set. Infrequent 

itemsets are not extracted by standard frequent itemset 

generation algorithms such as Apriori [3], and FP-growth 

[1]. Previous technique like considering every item as a 

symmetric binary variable is found not suitable for large 

number of items. Infrequent patterns, negative patterns and 

negative correlated patterns [2] are closely related concepts. 

Infrequent patterns and negatively correlated patterns refers 

to itemsets those contain positive items where as negative 

patterns refer to itemsets those contain both positive and 

negative items.  

Let I = {i1, i2, . . ., in} be a set of items. A negative item, 

ki denotes the absence of item ik from a given transaction. 

For example, cofee  is a negative item whose value is 1 if a 

transaction does not contain coffee. A negative itemset X  is 

an itemset that has the following properties:(1) X = A B , 

where A is a subset of positive items, B  is a set of negative 

items, B   1, and (2) s(X)  minsup. A regular itemset is 

an itemset which occurs regularly in a database for a user 

given regularity threshold. A negative regular itemset is of 

the form X = A B , where  A  and B are regular itemset. 

In this paper we focus on finding itemsets which are 

regular and also negative. In our observation there is no 

much effort made in this direction earlier. For finding 

regularity of an itemset we opted vertical format of the  

 

transaction database because it requires less memory and 

read/write operations and is proven in earlier research. 

Hence in our paper we are presenting an algorithm/pseudo-

code to find regularity of an item and at the same time the 

negative regular items which are associated with this. Our 

algorithm successively eliminates the items which are not 

regular and finds all negative itemsets among regular 

itemsets. Our experiment results show the efficiency of the 

algorithm with different number of transactions and variable 

user given regularity threshold ( ). 

II. RELATED WORK 

Mining Negative Association Rules (NAR) and Positive 

Association Rules (PAR) in the form A(e.g., (a1a2))  B, A 

 B (e.g., (b1b2)), A B and A B from frequent 

and infrequent itemsets are mainly discussed in [4] [5] [6]. 

The left side and right side of rules are all positive or all 

negative. These papers do not deal with Negative Frequent 

Itemsets (NFIS). Zhang et. al [7] introduced a concept called 

maximum support to decrease the number of frequent items 

and exclude meaningless association rules because search 

space become more time consuming while mining 

generalizing association rules with negative items. This 

paper used Apriori-Like method to get NFIS. In [8] they 

proposed the FP-growth by importing a bit string for each 

node of the frequent pattern tree to store the prefix. NFIS 

were mined through extending frequent patterns on the 

frequent pattern tree. In [9] they proposed a tree based 

algorithm called Free-PNP to find negative frequent patterns 

and complete negative association rules.  
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III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Let I = {i1, i2, …,in}   be an item set of n items. DB is a 

database consisting of transactions T = {t1, t2, t3… tm}. The 

total number of transactions m=|DB|. A transaction is of the 

form t=(Tid, X) where X is a set of items called pattern and              

X  I. T X = {tj
X, …,tk

X}, j  k and j, k  [1, m]. Set of 

maximum regularity MR={mr1, mr2, mr3, … mrk} where mri 

is the maximum regularity of an item i. Maximum regularity 

mri of an item  i is calculated by finding  max{r/ ri = tj+1
i – tj

i,  

 ti  i, 1   j  n }. When maximum regularity mr of an 

item set X is no greater than the user given threshold, X 

would be regular pattern. The user given threshold is 

denoted by  and  1    |DB|.  

IV. MINING NEGATIVE REGULAR ITEMSET 

As this algorithm is developed based on vertical 

database, data from transaction database (Table 1) is to be 

converted into vertical format (Table 2). The format in 

transactional database is of type { Tid: Itemset} is been 

converted in to the vertical format of type {item : Tid-set}. 

Using this algorithm we can successfully find all negative 

regular itemsets of the form A B  and A B . i.e. 

Transactions which contains A does not contain B and vice 

versa using and operation on Tid-set of A and B. 

In this algorithm we first find whether an item is regular 

using FindMaxReg function. In this function we find Tid-set 

of an item. Using a loop we calculate the regularity set R for 

all transactions, by finding the difference of the two 

consecutive transactions in which the item is present and 

then find the maximum regularity MR of the item (Table 2). 

If MR exceeds the user given threshold (e.g.,  =3) delete 

this item from database as it is not a regular item. Thus we 

find the regular items for which maximum regularity is no 

greater than the user given threshold, and we continue with 

the remaining items using an inner loop.  

Table 1. Transactional Database 

TID Itemsets 

1 a, c , f, g, h 

2 b, d, e, f, g 

3 a, e, f, g, h 

4 b, e, d, g 

5 c, f, g , h 

6 a, f 

7 d, c, f 

8 b, d, g 

9 a, c, h 

 

In this process only regular items remains in the 

database. Here without scanning database again, we proceed 

to find the negative regular itemsets by doing intersection 

operation (25) of the Tid-Sets of two items. If the resultant 

set contains no transactions, then this pair is of the required 

form and is added to ResultSet (26). In this process only 

regular items remains in the database. Here without 

scanning database again, we proceed to find the negative 

regular itemsets by doing intersection operation (25) of the 

Tid-Sets of two items. If the resultant set contains no 

transactions, then this pair is of the required form and is 

added to ResultSet (26).  

Pseudo code: 

Algorithm NR2I : 

a. { 

b. ResultSet  ; 

c. m=|I|; 

d. V=|VDB|; 

e. for ( i=1 ; i<=m ; i++) 
f. { // finding regularity of items 

g.     mr=0; 
h.     mr=  FindMaxReg( item(i) ); 

i.      if (mr >  )  

j.      { 

k.           delete item (i) from VDB; 

l.        } 

m.      else  

n. {// finding negative pairs 

o. for ( x=i+1; x<=m ; i++) 

p. {   mr=0; 

q.     if mr of x is not calculated earlier then  

r.      { 

s.         mr=FindMaxReg(x); 

t.         if (mr >  )  

u.          { 

v.              delete item (x) from VDB; 

w.          } 

x.         else 

y.          if { ti  tX  =  ; vi  , vx} then  

z.                 ResultSet  (i , x);   

aa.   }  }  } } } 

       Algorithm: 

bb. FindMaxReg(item i ) 

cc. { 

dd.       mr=0;  

ee.       vi= number of transactions containing item i; 

ff.       Ti= Transaction set containing i; 

gg.          for( j=1; j<=v1; j++) 

hh.         {   

ii.                if (mr> tj+1
i – tj

i  )  

jj.             { 

kk.                   mr  tj+1
i – tj

i ;  

ll.              } 

mm.       return ( mr ); 

nn. } 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Vertical Format of Itemset with  R and MR 
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Itemset- I Tid-Set R MR 

A 1, 3, 6, 9 1, 2, 3, 3 3  

B 2, 4, 8 2, 2, 4, 1 4 

C 1, 4, 5, 7, 9 1, 3, 1, 2, 2 3 

D 2, 4, 7, 9 2, 2, 3, 2 3 

E 2, 3, 6 2, 1, 3, 3 3 

F 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2 2 

G 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3,1 3 

H 1, 3, 5, 9 1, 2, 2, 4 4 

 

In this process we need not do repeated scans of 

database. Also we calculate maximum regularity only once 

for each item and would be skipped in the next iterations.  

Table 3. Regular Items with R and MR 

Itemset TID-Set R MR 

a 1, 3, 6, 9 1, 2, 3, 3 3  

c 1, 4, 5, 7, 9 1, 3, 1, 2, 2 3 

d 2, 4, 7, 9 2, 2, 3, 2 3 

e 2, 3, 6 2, 1, 3, 3 3 

f 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2 2 

g 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 1 3 

 

While finding regularity R, we should have special 

approach to handle two special cases, first and last 

transactions of an item. For the first transaction of an item i , 

r1
i = tfirst

i – 0. For the last transaction of an item i , rlast
i  = m- 

tlast
i . This algorithm successfully eliminates the items which 

are not regular and not negative. Finally all the remaining 

item sets in Resultset are negative regular itemset. 

Table 4. ResultSet 

Itemset 

(a, d) 

(c, e) 

(d, h) 

 

In above Table 4 we got negative regular itemset at a 

user givern regularity threshold ( =3). 

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

We performed experiments on various databases with 

different regularity threshold values and found interesting 

results. Here we are giving the results of various parameters 

while working with T1014D100K. Ideal conditions like 

more number of items and variable number of items present 

in each transaction suits well for our algorithm. The time 

taken in seconds for execution of three different number of 

transactions are presented in Figure 1. The way in which the 

number of negative regular itemset varies with  maximum 

regularity threshold is shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 1. Execution time over T1014D100K  
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Figure 2. Number of negative regular itemsets found with different 

maximum regularity threshold values 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we presented an algorithm RN2I, works 

efficiently to find negative regular itemset of size two. Our 

algorithm is designed in a simple way, needs no complex 

structures. This algorithm first finds the regularity of an item 

and proceeds with the second to the last item, finding both 

regularity and negative itemset. Vertical data format is used 

because of the flexibility in finding intersection of  Tid-set.  

There is very much scope for expanding this algorithm 

to find  negative regular itemset of size n. As our focus is to 

find negative regularity of itemset, using this algorithm we 

can find all item set of kind (A, B) and ( A, B). We 

ignored ( A, B) as it is not going to effect our search.  
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